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Softchoice Foundations Accelerator+ for AWS

Similar to on-premise infrastructure deployments, organizations require appropriate planning and 

implementation resources related to architecture and security. However, when it comes to hybrid cloud 

most lack the required skills which results in a higher than normal project failure rate.

The Softchoice Foundations Accelerator+ for AWS is designed for clients who need assistance 

planning and implementing a hybrid cloud solution that complies with existing administration 

security policies, and allows for future flexibility. 

Applying Softchoice’s best practices, the Foundations Accelerator+ for AWS provides readiness to 

deploy resources associated within public-facing or internal-facing scenarios.

Getting Started
Call your Softchoice Account Manager to set up an appointment with a Softchoice solution architect. 

Our solution architects are members of Softchoice’s exclusive technical community with advanced 

knowledge of AWS solutions. They will provide you with more information and a statement of work, 

where specific assumptions and deliverables will be outlined.

Why the Softchoice Foundations Accelerator+ for AWS works
Based on client feedback and real-world deployments, Softchoice created the Foundations Accelerator+ 

for AWS to fast track your evaluation and adoption of hybrid cloud. Softchoice has completed over 

5000+ projects throughout North America helping clients discover, plan, deploy, adopt and operate 

solutions. Using similar delivery best practices, the Foundations Accelerator+ for AWS improves returns 

and lowers risk through effective planning to align technology with desired business outcomes.   

How to accelerate moving workloads to the cloud

Deliverables Client Benefits

Gather requirements
• Align cloud computing stakeholder requirements with desired future state
• Consolidate required inputs to set foundation based on current state

Architecture and design
•  Clearly articulated roadmap providing a view to the architectural and 

implementation approach to serve as a guideline
•  Gather input on appropriate workloads and estimated cost analysis

Implementation 
•  Enable the architectural roadmap vision in the new cloud target environment 

based on proven best practices
•  Migration of one workload into target location

Verification 
•  Review achievement of primary goals associated with future state and remediate any 
identified issues

Knowledge transfer
•  As built documentation and operational guidance to ensure staff enablement and 
ownership

Keystone Onboarding •  Keystone services for support for the new Backup and Archive solution including 
24x7 support, configuration mentorship and reporting

Why Softchoice for AWS

•  Currently managing over 25,000 users  

within cloud environment

•  IaaS consultants with an average of  

10 years experience and depth in architecting/ 

managing real-world hybrid scenarios

•  IaaS planning based on formalized 

methodology for  predictable results, 

and long-term stability

•  Connect on premise data center 

infrastructure expertise with the new  

world of cloud computing

Client Outcomes

“Softchoice has been a long standing partner. 

They originally came to evaluate the site and 

propose technology recommendations. They’ve 

implemented the entire infrastructure and we rely 

on them every year to ensure the site is ready.”

Source : CIO, Public Sector

Relevant Technology

Virtual Private Cloud (VPC)

Identity Access Management (IAM) and Elastic 

Cloud Compute (EC2)


